whims and eccentricities of local artists. Indian and mestizo (mixed-race) people are encouraged to perform indigenous songs and dances in honor of a Catholic holy day.' In Papantla, Veracruz, for example, the June dates are celebrated with voladores or flying men who descend from tall poles to surprise and excite local observers. In other places, like Oaxaca, indigene are encouraged to perform masques, parades, and Native American dances often based upon early contact and pre-Columbian rites. Corpus Christi achieved its status as an important holiday in Latin America partly because it coincides with the summer solstice, a time often celebrated by indigenous peoples of the Americas as an important yearly marker of the seasons. By emphasizing the Corpus Christi, missionaries and government officials were able to sanction the public rituals and displays that frequently accompanied the more "pagan" indigenous celebrations.
Even though Corpus Christi attempts to unify cultural constituencies within the celebrations, distinctions among socio-political groups often remain apparent. Therefore, in June 2ooo, there were several institutional paradigms that framed the stage and contributed to the overall impact of the Antigua mambo pageantry: (i) the local church that was the official sponsor of the event; (2) the expectations of tourists like me who were attracted to the event in the hopes of encountering "traditional" Guatemalan folk culture; (3) the local community encompassing Mayan day travelers from the highland communities and local mestizo town residents who observed and responded to the event; (4) the Disney culture apparent in the cartoon characters that hid the young male bodies and marked the dancers as commercially astute carnival figures; and (5) the absent and generalized Caribbean originators of the "mambo" music and dance style referenced in the street parade. By dancing a public otherness, the local Antigua boys were defining themselves through each of the various sets of outsiders. Ultimately, the event highlighted the complex merging of North American and Central American cultures in the village streets. Below I describe some of the social and historical constructs that I interpret as circumscribing the event.
Church Patronage
The first institutional connection of the dance group was with the local Catholic church that sponsored the parade and arranged for the neighborhood youth to perform. The church helped to define the dancers by providing them with an organizational affiliation. While all observers may not have been aware of the sacred organization's sponsorship, flyers were distributed and billboards were posted that labeled the event as a religious activity. Church affiliation legitimized the low-status mambo-dancing youth through a religious attachment. While Bakhtin writes that ecclesiastic carnival events are "a temporary suspension, both real and ideal, of hierarchical rank" (1984, io), I maintain that the performance of this carnivalesque public spectacle rearticulated the social boundaries of local culture. The parade provided a space for the dancers to present themselves as an active and integral part of the predominantly middle-class Antigua community and at the same time displayed them as exotic novelties. Although the church publicly supported the mambo event, the performers were also using the reli-gious group's reputation as a respectable organization to increase their own name recognition and marketability within the local area.
The church must have provided the truck, the parade permit, and the support team of coaches and dressers who accompanied the dancers. At each of seventeen different rest stations, the dancers were shepherded in and out of stores where volunteers served them sweets and drinks, away from the prying eyes of audience members who were gathered on the sidewalks. Without the rest stops the performers would have risked heatstroke or exhaustion on the hot summer day. At each pit stop, volunteers from the church (several of whom were masked) passed a tin can through the crowd to solicit donations. These charitable donations were later counted and divided among the dancers and the church supporters.
Tourist Expectations
The institution of tourism also contributed to my reception of the dance event. I, like many others, came to Guatemala (as part of a National Endowment for the Humanities Summer Institute) to learn more about Mayan culture. Antigua, located in central Guatemala, is a home base for excursions into more remote highland Mayan communities and a convenient location for language learning and Mayan study tours. As a tourist destination the area emphasizes ecotourism and its attendant "inside" look at supposedly underdeveloped human communities. Cultural difference is reinforced by the landscape of Indian people emerging from the misty mountain cliffs. As Jane Desmond describes in her recent book about bodily display, the insitu site for people tourism promises "a distinctive, out-of-the-ordinary experience" (I999, 169).
My group consisted of college teachers from around the United States, many of whom had never traveled to Central America. Most members of the group arrived looking for "traditional" folklore and culture. Word had spread among the group (through the local organizers) that for Corpus Christi we would be privileged to view the parade of the gigantes, or giant figures. Most of us were expecting an ecotourism experience; perhaps we were expecting to see indigenous figures wearing brightly colored costumes or masked animistic dancers representing traditional Mayan beliefs. What we found were commercialized stuffed figures typical of Disneyland parades. The surprising inversion was somewhat disconcerting. Within the imagined landscape of "the Mayan World" and its presumed reflections of the indigenous past we found that the Disney Empire still prevailed.
We encountered the performance spectacle at its very beginning, when the gigantes were emerging from a restaurant. The first to exit the restaurant was a green masked figure, the character "The Mask" from the popular commercial movie (Fig. i) . He was followed by a monkey man, a white-caped fuzzy figure with a swinging monkey hanging from his body where a cross might have been (Fig. 2) . Eventually, the other dancers appeared on the street to perform choreographed steps in line formations. While I was fascinated by this popular dance display, several of the Maya Institute participants were not. After the first dance sequence they sighed, shook their heads, and moved on to the Yet even in its awkwardness, this notion of exotic otherness remains appealing to tourists and scholars who prefer to imagine their subjects as something different or apart from themselves so that they may be investigated with objective rationality. It is with an eye toward unraveling this notion of exoticism that I investigate the contradictory implications of this particular incidence of mambo dancing in Antigua. One clear implication of the transnational embodiment of dance is that each culture or community will transform the original form into something unique and usable to local practitioners. Art historian Henry Drewal states it most succinctly when he writes, "We make sense of our unsettled world in a field of multiple logics that are continually being negotiated by shifting positions and contingencies. These different positions reflect our multiple identities" (1992, 24).
Perhaps it requires a more nuanced analysis of cultural paradigms to appreciate the self-reflexive mechanisms that framed the Antigua mambo. I think that the tourists and others who observed the event helped to locate the mambo dancers as a part of the mestizo Guatemalan community. As I will show, the youths articulated their dancing as local, but also cosmopolitan. Because they were the carnivalesque prelude to Corpus Christi, they presented a contemporary and contradictory interpretation of exotic "otherness." By proudly displaying their exotic plumage using North American commercial finery, they demonstrated to outsiders their unique representation of indigenous culture.
Mayan Theatrical Traditions
Local residents who observed the parade formed another set of identifying markers for the mambo dancers. There were two sets of local observers: the middle-class mestizo town residents who owned businesses and lived in the houses along the parade route, and Mayan merchants from relatively isolated suburban communities who regularly gather at the town's center to sell to the itinerant tourists. Mayan artisans come to Antigua to sell "folk artifacts" like huipiles (woven capelike shirts), hats, placemats, or fabric pieces that they weave in their communities. Since the conquest of the Central American highlands by Pedro de Alvarado in I524, Spanish colonialists and their descendants have encouraged the Maya to report to centralized locations for commerce and census activities. The Spanish encomienda system required the various Mayan indigenous groups to pay tribute to the Viceroyalties (Spanish government officials) at a centrally located collection site. Contemporary Mayan presence in highland towns is a direct result of a political containment practice that has continued for centuries (Lovell 1992, 58, 95-1oo).
Mayan participation in theatrical spectacle also has a long history. Classic Mayan performance has been extensively documented through ceramics, murals, monuments, and texts like the RabinalAchi. As I mentioned, the mestizo town residents were another component of the local audience. For them, the parade of the gigantes was entertainment reminding them of upcoming services to commemorate the "Body of Christ." Most observed the dancing with bemused silence, marveling at the ridiculous parody of Disney and the church. The spectators made no effort to join the dancers in their antics; instead, they watched the players cavort with reserve. Apparently local cultural decorum preferred passive observation to participatory involvement. As an African American familiar with mambo social dancing in the United States, I was moved to bounce and rock my hips to the party music emanating from the truck. When I did, the townspeople frowned as if I had interrupted the solemnity of the event. In retrospect, I realize that the dancers' articulated and polyrhythmic use of the torso subverted the reserved aesthetics of local dance styles, dance styles that by-and-large emphasize an erect and calm torso. In general, indigenous dances of the region feature contained movement, bowed heads and linear, flat-footed stepping patterns. My dance antics were perceived as inappropriate. Furthermore, a restrained decorum between spectator and participant is generally maintained in Latin American performance settings as a sign of respect to the perform-ers. This reflects both a contemporary Indian acknowledgment of the sanctity of performance and an awareness of Spanish American etiquette that privileges the dancer as the expert practitioner who performs in front of a silent, but appreciative, audience. 
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